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Abstract

In some ultrasonic measurement situations, an adequate signal separation is difficult to achieve. A typical situation is material char-
acterization of thin media using pulse-echo or through-transmission techniques, when the time-of-flight in the media is shorter than the
emitted signal’s time support. Separated signals are necessary to obtain accurate estimates of material properties and transit times. In this
paper a new method is proposed that enables complete post-separation of measured coinciding signals. The method is based on a com-
bination of hard physical and soft empirical models, which allows for a description of both known and unknown properties making a
complete separation possible. The validity and limitations of the model and the separation results are thoroughly addressed. The pro-
posed technique is verified using real measurements on thin dispersive samples and validated using residual analysis. The experimental
results show a complete separation with uncorrelated and normally distributed residuals. The method enables characterization and/or
flow analysis in difficult overlapping situations.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When designing ultrasonic measurement systems based
on pulse-echo or through-transmission techniques, ade-
quate signal separation is often a requirement for the anal-
ysis step. In material characterization, separable signals are
necessary to obtain accurate estimates of transit times and
material properties. However, there are a number of fac-
tors which can prevent a complete separation. If the prop-
agation distance in the medium is short (due to fixed
dimensions, or deliberately kept short for highly attenua-
tive materials), or if the signal’s time support is long (due
to low-frequency transducers or if high-energy and low-
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amplitude excitations are required), a complete separation
can be difficult to achieve.

The problem can be divided into two categories: when
there is no knowledge of the measured structure (e.g. the
number of layers are unknown) and when there is knowl-
edge of the structure.

For the case when there is no knowledge of the struc-
ture, a promising approach is to parameterize the signal
waveforms (for a known number of waveforms) using a
signal model of the ultrasonic echo [1,2]. However, to find
an appropriate signal model one must have an accurate a
priori information of the shape of the emitted ultrasonic
signal and how it is affected by the media and the surround-
ing structure. A difficult and crucial step in using this
approach is to find a valid signal model, that can capture
the observed waveforms entirely and leave white residuals
(uncorrelated errors). If the signal model is not general
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enough and the residuals contain any signal components
which the model cannot reproduce, a complete separation
cannot be achieved. A chosen signal model is often
restricted to a certain type of signal waveform. This means
that a large collection of signal models must be available to
cope with different waveforms and measurement situations.

The second category is when information of the mea-
sured structure is available, for example, a material sample
consisting of several layers. The required information is
often limited to knowledge of the number layers within
the structure, and the possibility to measure a reference sig-
nal (using a buffer rod or from a reference experiment).
Several different approaches, based on both parametric
and non-parametric techniques, have been proposed in
the literature, [3–7], to cope with the overlapping problem
for known structures. However, the main objective has
been to retrieve estimates of a few physical parameters
(thickness, phase velocity, density, attenuation) related to
the investigated structure, rather than to capture all the sys-
tematic variations observed in the data. The result is that
neglected effects, such as frequency dependent attenuation,
dispersion, diffraction and alignment errors, are un-cap-
tured by the models, and the residuals contain variation
originating from the neglected effects.

A necessary condition for a model to be able to accu-
rately separate superimposed signals, is that all the
observed dynamics can be described. This is, in general,
also a necessary condition in order to obtain unbiased esti-
mates of physical parameters from the observed data.

To separate the signals we must find a model that can
describe the known structure and is general enough to cap-
ture both known and unknown effects. In this paper we use
a combination of hard and soft modeling to solve this
problem.1 A hard model structure is applied to describe
multiple reflections and overlaps related to the specific
measurement setup. A soft model structure is used to cap-
ture unknown dispersion and attenuation effects from the
layers, and to handle unwanted diffraction and misalign-
ment effects from the measurement setup.

The proposed method achieves complete signal separa-
tion in dispersive experimental situations (with no visible
leftovers from the emitted signal). The method avails for
characterization and flow analysis in overlapping situa-
tions. This paper is an extension of previous work, pre-
sented in [8].

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, the separation model is derived, the idea of
combining hard and soft models is presented, and the soft
model parameterization used in this study is stated. In Sec-
tion 3, aspects concerning parameter estimation, model val-
idation, and stability constraints are addressed. Section 4
presents the key equations to separate overlapping signals,
1 Open source MATLAB� files, containing the derived separation
method that produces the experimental results presented in this paper, is
available at: www.sm.luth.se/~jesper/matlab/separation/example.zip (or
upon request).
and it is shown how acoustic properties connected to layers
within the measurement structure can be retrieved, fol-
lowed by a thorough explanation of the validity of the sep-
arated signals. Section 5 contains a description of the
measurement setup and the equipments used in the exper-
imental study. In Section 6, estimation, model validation,
and separation results are presented for two different exper-
iments: long dispersive reverberation, and short dispersive
reverberation. Section 7, contains a discussion addressing:
sign invariance of parameters, characterization of layer
properties, model extensions, soft model parameteriza-
tions, colored measurement noise, and how to deal with
truncated measurements. Finally, conclusions can be found
in Section 8, followed by an Appendix.

2. Separation model

This section begins with a derivation of the hard model
structure for the specific measurement setup shown in
Fig. 1, (designed for normal incidence pulse-echo measure-
ments of thin samples). The hard structure describes the
ideal case when attenuation, dispersion, diffraction, and
misalignment effects are neglected and the structure con-
tains only pure delays, reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients. This structure describes how the signals overlap
and is essential to obtain separation. The hard structure
is then expanded with soft structures to cope with a more
realistic case when the above effects are included. Finally,
details concerning parameterization of the soft models
are presented.

Assuming that linear acoustic applies, there exist a linear
system ~hðx; hÞ that describes the relationship between the
reference signal ~u3ðxÞ and the response signal ~yðxÞ as

~yðxÞ ¼ ~hðx; hÞ~u3ðxÞ: ð1Þ
Fig. 1. Schematic figure over the measurement setup and the pulse-echo
principle. The transducer emits an unknown sound wave ~u1ðxÞ. The
reflection from the buffer rod ~u3ðxÞ and the multiple reflections from the
sample space

P1
p¼1~ypðxÞ are then recorded. For this particular experiment

four different mediums has been used: eM 0ðxÞ: water region, eM 1ðxÞ:
plexiglas buffer, eM 2ðxÞ: sample, and eM 3ðxÞ: steel reflector.

http://www.sm.luth.se/~jesper/matlab/separation/example.zip
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The reference signal is defined as the received reflection
~u3ðxÞ from the water–buffer boundary, see Fig. 1. The re-
sponse signal is defined as the summation of all the mea-
sured contributions obtained from the sample space

~yðxÞ ¼
X1
p¼1

~ypðxÞ: ð2Þ

Here ~ denotes Fourier transformed quantities and x rep-
resents the angular frequency. In (1), h represents a vector
containing the model parameters.

2.1. Hard model

Assume further that there are no attenuation and disper-
sion effects present, and that the measurement setup is per-
fectly aligned. Then the hard structure for ~hðx; hÞ in (1) can
be found by deriving the expressions for the measured con-
tributions ~ypðxÞ from the sample space, using reflection
and transmission coefficients related to each layer. The first
two contributions

~y1ðxÞ ¼ R12T 10e�jxð2s1þs0Þ~u2ðxÞ; ð3Þ
~y2ðxÞ ¼ T 12R23T 21T 10e�jxð2ðs1þs2Þþs0Þ~u2ðxÞ; ð4Þ

are unique but the sequential contributions can be ex-
pressed in a recursive manner as

~ypðxÞ ¼ R21R23e�jx2s2~yp�1ðxÞ; for p P 3: ð5Þ
Here Rlm and T lm denote the (pressure) reflection and
transmission coefficients, respectively, between the lth
and the mth medium. The phase delay (time-of-flight) for
the wave through the mth material is represented by sm

and ~u2ðxÞ is defined as the pulse just inside the buffer
rod, see Fig. 1.

The response signal, ~yðxÞ, can now be simplified as

~yðxÞ ¼
X1
p¼1

~ypðxÞ ¼ ~y1ðxÞ þ
X1
p¼2

~ypðxÞ

¼ ~y1ðxÞ þ
X1
p¼2

ðR21R23e�jx2s2Þp�2~y2ðxÞ

¼ ~y1ðxÞ þ
1

1� R21R23e�jx2s2
~y2ðxÞ; ð6Þ

where the relationshipX1
p¼0

xp ¼ 1

1� x
; for jxj < 1 ð7Þ

has been used in the last equality.
The last step in completing the path between the

response signal ~yðxÞ and the reference signal ~u3ðxÞ, is to
find the relationship between ~u2ðxÞ and ~u3ðxÞ. Using their
mutual connection with the emitted pulse ~u1ðxÞ
~u2ðxÞ ¼ T 01e�jxs0~u1ðxÞ; ð8Þ
~u3ðxÞ ¼ R01e�jx2s0~u1ðxÞ; ð9Þ

the relationship can be expressed as
~u2ðxÞ ¼
T 01

R01

ejxs0~u3ðxÞ: ð10Þ

Using the relationship in (10), we can express (3) and (4)
as

~y1ðxÞ ¼
R12T 10T 01

R01

e�jx2s1 ~u3ðxÞ; ð11Þ

~y2ðxÞ ¼
T 12R23T 21T 10T 01

R01

e�jx2ðs1þs2Þ~u3ðxÞ: ð12Þ

Inserting the expressions (11) and (12) in (6), the hard
model structure in (1) can be expressed as

~hðx; hÞ ¼ R12 þ
T 12R23T 21e�jx2s2

1� R21R23e�jx2s2

� �
T 10T 01

R01

e�jx2s1

¼ R12 þ
ð1� R2

12ÞBe�jx2s2

1þ R12Be�jx2s2

� �
Ae�jx2s1 ; ð13Þ

where A ¼ ð1� R2
01Þ=R01, B ¼ R23 and h ¼ ½A;R12;B; s1; s2�T.

The last equality is obtained using the relationships,
Rlm ¼ �Rml and T lm ¼ 1þ Rlm, between the transmission
and reflection coefficients. The meaningless substitution
B ¼ R23 is done to emphasis the connection with the com-
bined model structure derived in Section 2.2.

2.2. Combining hard and soft modeling

In cases of diffraction, alignment errors, and frequency
dependent attenuation and dispersion, the model structure
in (13) is inadequate. However, if linear acoustic applies,
the above effects can be described using linear systems
and (1) is still valid. Assuming that the wave propagation
through the mth medium can be described by two linear
systems:

– eM mðxÞ describing the attenuation and dispersion effects
in the medium.

– eDðx; ~nmðxÞÞ describing diffraction and alignment effects
that depends on the total number of propagated wave
numbers ~nmðxÞ ¼ dm

~kmðxÞ, where dm and ~kmðxÞ are
the thickness and frequency dependent wave number,
respectively.

Note that in the following analysis the x dependency
related to all the ~ quantities has been omitted for nota-
tional simplicity. The derivation steps follow analogously
to those in Section 2.1, with the addition of the linear mod-
els eM m and eDð~nmÞ.

Introducing the soft model structures eM m and eDð~nmÞ,
(3)–(5) are expanded to

~y1 ¼ eM 2
1
eM 0
eDð2~n1 þ ~n0Þ

� eR12
eT 10e�jxð2s1þs0Þ~u2; ð14Þ

~y2 ¼ eM 2
1
eM 2

2
eM 0
eDð2~n1 þ 2~n2 þ ~n0Þ

� eT 12
eR23
eT 21
eT 10e�jxð2ðs1þs2Þþs0Þ~u2; ð15Þ
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~yp ¼ eM 2
2

eDð2~n1 þ ðp � 1Þ2~n2 þ ~n0ÞeDð2~n1 þ ðp � 2Þ2~n2 þ ~n0Þ
� eR21

eR23e�jx2s2~yp�1; for p P 3: ð16Þ

In this case the phase velocity and the phase delay are fre-
quency dependent, which means that the reflection and
transmission coefficients are frequency dependent. Here
sm should be considered as the overall frequency indepen-
dent phase delay (or dead-time). Observe that the last terms
in (14)–(16) are identical to those in (3)–(5) and corre-
sponds to lossless wave propagation. The additional terms
are associated with the previously neglected effects (attenu-
ation, dispersion, diffraction, misalignment).

Using relatively high frequencies combined with a small
sample space (small ~n2), the diffraction/alignment ratio in
(16) can be considered as independent of p and approxi-
mated aseDð2~n1 þ ðp � 1Þ2~n2 þ ~n0ÞeDð2~n1 þ ðp � 2Þ2~n2 þ ~n0Þ

�
eDð2~n1 þ 2~n2 þ ~n0ÞeDð2~n1 þ ~n0Þ

¼ eE: ð17Þ

The above approximation does not mean that diffraction
and alignment effects are negligible for small sample spaces,
even though they might be small, it means only that their
ratio can be considered independent of p, i.e., the ratio be-
tween the diffraction affecting ~yp and ~ypþ1 is approximated
as the same as the ratio between the diffraction affecting
~ypþ1 and ~ypþ2.

Using the approximation in (17), the response signal ~y
can be expressed, analogous to (6), as

~y ¼ ~y1 þ
1

1� eR21
eR23

eM 2
2
eEe�jx2s2

~y2: ð18Þ

Eqs. (8) and (9) are rewritten as

~u2 ¼ eM 0
eDð~n0ÞeT 01e�jxs0 ~u1; ð19Þ

~u3 ¼ eM 2
0
eDð2~n0ÞeR01e�jx2s0 ~u1; ð20Þ

resulting in changing the relationship in (10) between ~u2

and ~u3 to

~u2 ¼
eDð~n0ÞeT 01eM 0
eDð2~n0ÞeR01

ejxs0 ~u3: ð21Þ

Inserting the expressions (14), (15), (21) in (18), the com-
bined model structure in (1) can be expressed as

~hðhÞ ¼ eR12 þ
ð1� eR2

12ÞeBe�jx2s2

1þ eR12
eBe�jx2s2

 !eAe�jx2s1 ; ð22Þ

where

eA ¼ eM 2
1

eDð2~n1 þ ~n0ÞeDð~n0ÞeDð2~n0Þ
ð1� eR2

01ÞeR01

; ð23Þ

eB ¼ eM 2
2
eEeR23; ð24Þ

see Appendix A.1. Observe that the hard model in (13) is a
special case of the combined model in (22), when attenua-
tion, dispersion, diffraction and misalignment are neglected
( eM m ¼ eDð~nmÞ ¼ 1, for all layers m).
If the sample space is small relative to the time support
of the pulse (discussed in Section 1), then an overlapping
waveform is measured (~yp is unknown), and information
on how each layer is affecting each response is hidden.
To separate the responses, ~yp, the combined model in (22)
must be applied, together with a suitable parameterization
of eA, eR12 and eB.

2.3. Parameterization of the soft models

Some of the effects described by the models eA, eR12 and eB
have unknown physical structures, e.g., diffraction, mis-
alignment, and acoustic properties of the investigated sam-
ple. This means that a general structure is needed to
parameterize these models. In this paper a phase compen-
sated finite impulse response (FIR) filter is used to param-
eterize eA, eR12 and eB as

eAðaÞ ¼ ejxT sðna�1Þ=2
Xna

p¼1

ape�jxT sðp�1Þ; ð25Þ

eR12ðrÞ ¼ ejxT sðnr�1Þ=2
Xnr

p¼1

rpe�jxT sðp�1Þ; ð26Þ

eBðbÞ ¼ ejxT sðnb�1Þ=2
Xnb

p¼1

bpe�jxT sðp�1Þ; ð27Þ

where na, nr and nb are the dimensions of the parameter
vectors a, r and b respectively, and T s denotes the sampling
period. The term ejxT sðn��1Þ=2 represents the phase compen-
sation part and shifts the FIR so that the middle tap corre-
sponds to zero delay (for odd n�).

The FIR filter describing the reflection coefficient eR12

in (26) is restricted to a type I linear-phase FIR filter
[9], i.e., the impulse response is symmetric rp ¼ rnr�pþ1.
This means that eR12 is confined to be a real-valued fre-
quency dependent quantity, i.e., no phase shifts other
than �p are associated with reflection and transmission.
The linear-phase restriction in (26) can be relaxed, allow-
ing for complex-valued reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients, e.g., in case of incomplete or partially contacting
interfaces [10,11].

Using a FIR representation of the soft models, the param-
eter vector in (22) is expanded to h ¼ ½aT;�rT; bT; s1; s2�T,
where �r contains the first ðnr þ 1Þ=2 elements of r due to
the imposed linear-phase symmetry.

Note that the hard model structure in (13) is equivalent
to the combined model structure in (22) using single tap
FIR filters ðna ¼ nb ¼ nr ¼ 1Þ.

3. Parameter estimation

This section begins with a short description of the
parameter estimation techniques used to find the parame-
ters to the separation model. Comments regarding stability
constraints and finite reflections are addressed. Finally,
issues concerning model selection and model validation
are given.
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Given data from a pulse-echo experiment, the unknown
model parameters are estimated from discrete Fourier
transformed data [12], using a weighted nonlinear least-
squares fit (A.31) in Appendix A.3. The Levenberg–Mar-
quardt optimization method [13] is used to maximize the
likelihood function, expanding the search space and han-
dling ill conditioned Hessians.

At the start of the optimization, all the FIR filter taps
are set to zero except for the center tap. This initial
set allows for an inverse description of non-minimum
phase filters. To avoid local minima, the initial guess for
the center taps are retrieved from optimized values
obtained using the hard model structure in (13) (equivalent
to (22) with single tap filters).

3.1. Stability constraints and finite reflections

Preserving the stability of ~hðhÞ in (22) during the opti-
mization process is an issue. The stability constraint is
imposed by (7) and relates to the physical properties of
the model. The problem is that (7) is valid only if
jxj < 1, and if this constraint is not included in the optimi-
zation, a better fit can in some cases be achieved for
jxj > 1 when (7) is invalid. The straightforward way to
deal with this problem is to use a constrained optimization
subjected to jeR12

eBj < 1 8x 6 pF s. However, to avoid the
increased complexity of a constrained optimization, the
parameters can be estimated using a finite number of ele-
ments in (2). This approach can be motivated since only a
finite number of reflections can be observed within the
measurement window. This means that (2) and (7) is
replaced with

~yðxÞ ¼
XP 0

p¼1

~ypðxÞ; ð28Þ

XP 0

p¼0

xp ¼ 1� xP 0

1� x
; for jxj 6¼ 1; ð29Þ

where P 0 is the number of observed elements within the
measurement window. Using a finite number of elements
a constrained optimization is avoided, since (29), in con-
trary to (7), increases rapidly if jxj > 1 and P 0 is large.
The xP 0 part in (29) will act as a barrier function [13],
enforcing the constraint.

For a finite number of observed elements, P 0, the model
structures in (13) and (22) are replaced by

~hðhÞ¼ eR12ðrÞþ
1� eR2

12ðrÞ
� �eBðbÞe�jx2s2

1þ eR12ðrÞeBðbÞe�jx2s2

0@
� 1� �eR12ðrÞeBðbÞe�jx2s2

� �P 0

� �!eAðaÞe�jx2s1 ; ð30Þ

see Section 3.1. Note that if P 0 !1, then and (30) ? (22)
if jeR12ðrÞeBðbÞj 6 1, otherwise jð30Þj ! 1.
3.2. Model selection and validation

To prevent over-parameterization, the minimum
description length (MDL) is used [14,15,12], to find the
appropriate number of FIR parameters. The number of fil-
ter taps na, nr and nb are varied individually until the MDL
is obtained.

To make sure that the model is capable of describing the
true system we have to validate its performance. The key
concept here is to examine the residuals (the part of the
response yðtÞ that the model could not reproduce) to deter-
mine the model’s validity, Appendix A.5, [15]. If the resid-
uals contain components other than noise, a complete
separation cannot be claimed. For time-limited signals
(pulses), a visual examination of the residuals for non-sta-
tionary variations can also detect inadequate modeling.

To preserve the linear-phase restriction on the reflection
filter eR12 in (26), and to always allow a center tap for the
initial guess (Section 3), the number of taps are restricted
to an odd number when searching for the MDL.

4. Signal separation

This section begins by stating the key equations, essen-
tial to separate the coinciding responses ~yp. Then it is
shown how acoustic properties connected to the layers
can be retrieved from the soft models. Finally, a thor-
oughly explanation of the validity of the signal separation
is presented and limitations are discussed.

Once the correct model order is found and validated,
and an estimate ĥ ¼ ½âT; �̂rT; b̂T; ŝ1; ŝ2�T of the parameter vec-
tor is obtained, the coinciding signals can be separated by
returning to the basic equations in which the model were
build upon.

The first separated signal can be retrieved by inserting
(21) in (14), and using the relationship in (23) as

~̂y1 ¼ eR12ðr̂ÞeAðâÞe�jx2ŝ1 ~u03: ð31Þ
Here ~u03 denotes the measured reference signal ~u3 in Fig. 1,
and ˆ denotes estimate. The sequential signals can be found
using (31) together with

~̂y2 ¼
ð1� eR2

12ðr̂ÞÞeR12ðr̂Þ
eBðb̂Þe�jx2ŝ2 ~̂y1; ð32Þ

~̂yp ¼ �eR12ðr̂ÞeBðb̂Þe�jx2ŝ2 ~̂yp�1; for p > 2; ð33Þ

simply derived by combining (14)–(17), and using the rela-
tionship in (24). Using (31)–(33) above, the overlapping
signals can be separated.

4.1. Estimating acoustic properties from soft models

In addition to the separated waveforms, information of
the acoustic properties of the layers can be retrieved from
the estimated soft models, since they contain information
of the medium ( eM m and sm). However, the soft models in
(23) and (24) also contain elements related to diffraction,
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misalignment and reflections, needed to be known (or
negligible).

For example, the acoustic properties of the investigated
sample can only be retrieved from the soft models if the dif-
fraction and misalignment effects described by eE, and the
reflection term eR23 are known. If these conditions are
met, then eM 2

2 ¼ eB=eEeR23 from (24), and the attenuation
and the phase velocity related to the sample can be esti-
mated [16] as

~̂aðxÞ ¼ � lnðj êM 2
2jÞ

2d̂2

¼ lnðj êEjÞ þ lnðj êR23jÞ � lnðj êBjÞ
2d̂2

; ð34Þ

~̂cpðxÞ ¼
�x2d̂2

\ êM 2
2 � x2ŝ2

¼ �x2d̂2

\ êB � \ êE � \ êR23 � x2ŝ2

; ð35Þ

respectively. In (34) and (35), d̂2 represents the estimated
thickness of the sample, see Fig. 1.

4.2. Validating the signal separation results

A question that naturally arises is how to validate the
signal separation. Investigating the residuals is one way
to tell us that the applied model, at least, captures the total
response. Another test is to take the sum of the separated
signals, and see that it builds up the total response. How-
ever, it does not say so much about the validity and unique-
ness of each separated signal obtained using (31)–(33). In
other words we must answer the question: is there another
set of separated signals that produce the same total
response with white residuals?

For the ideal case, when the hard model structure
applies, the answer is no, there exist only one unique sepa-
ration solution that produces white residuals, under the
condition that the reference and response signals are infor-
mative enough [15,12,17].

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the design of the hard
model structure is based on the specific measurement setup
used and strictly depends on each layer within the measure-
ment setup. The hard structure describes the setup under
ideal conditions using a total amount of five parameters
h ¼ ½A;R12;B; s1; s2�T. Remember that the structure is
derived from infinite/finite reflections (6) using the geomet-
ric sum in (7)/(29), and can therefore be decoupled
uniquely into each reflection using (3)–(5) as in Section 4.

If ideal conditions are met, and the reference and
response signals are informative enough, there exist only
two set of parameter values that will give the maximum
likelihood solution and produce white residuals,
ĥ ¼ ½Â; R̂12; B̂; ŝ1; ŝ2�T and ĥ ¼ ½�Â;�R̂12;�B̂; ŝ1; ŝ2�T. Two
solutions with the same likelihood are the result of the sign
invariance discussed in Section 7.1, and the sign difference
does not influence neither the separation nor the total
response. If any of these two solutions are found, they will
produce the same unique separation solution. A proof of
this can be found by examining the eigenvalues of the
Fisher information matrix (FIM), [12,17], of the hard model
structure. For reasonable values of h, i.e., R01 6¼ f0; 1g,
R12 6¼ f0; 1g and sm 6¼ 0, and informative signals, the FIM
has positive non-zero eigenvalues (full rank, positive defi-
nite matrix) and unique solutions can be found.

Note that the FIM FðĥÞ is closely related to the Hessian
of the cost-function in (A.34). If an eigenvalue of the Hes-
sian is zero for a given estimate ĥ, the cost-function is
shaped like an half-pipe, and a unique solution cannot be
found.

For the combined model structure case, the answer to
uniqueness depends on the length of the FIR filters repre-
senting eA, eR12 and eB. A way to investigate the dependency
between the physical structure and the soft models, is to
investigate the total impulse response of the combined
model structure as the number of filter taps of the soft
models increases. Decoupling the geometric sum in (30)
gives

~hðh;xÞ ¼ eR12
eAe�jx2s1 þ ð1� eR2

12ÞeBeA
�
XP 0

p¼2

ð�eR12
eBÞp�2e�jx2ðs1þs2ðp�1ÞÞ: ð36Þ

The total impulse response of the model in (36) using single
taps (hard model) is

hðh; tÞ ¼ b1d�2s1
þ b2

XP 0

p¼2

bp�2
3 d�2s1�2ðp�1Þs2

; ð37Þ

where

b1 ¼ R12A; ð38Þ
b2 ¼ ð1� R2

12ÞBA; ð39Þ
b3 ¼ �R12B; ð40Þ

and d�s ¼ dðt � sÞ represents a Dirac impulse function lo-
cated at time s. We know from the FIM, that using a model
with single taps (the hard model) results in a unique sepa-
ration. The impulse response in (37) produces a series of
impulses, originating from the reflections within the thin
layer. Notice that the relative distance between each im-
pulse is 2s2=T s samples.

Let us examine the total impulse response of (36), using
an arbitrary number of taps. The impulse response is given
by

hðh; tÞ ¼ b1 � d�2s1
þ b2 �

XP 0

p¼2

bðp � 2Þ � d�2s1�2ðp�1Þs2
; ð41Þ

where

b1 ¼ r12 � a;

b2 ¼ ð1� r12 � r12Þ � b � a;

bðp � 2Þ ¼
1; p ¼ 2;

b3 � b3 � � � � � b3; ðp � 2Þ convs:; p > 2;

�
b3 ¼ �r12 � b;

and where a, r12 and b represents the finite impulse re-
sponse of eA, eR12 and eB, respectively, and � denotes convo-
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lution. From (41), we can at least conclude that a unique
solution (unique impulse response) is obtained if the length
of the FIR in b1 is smaller than 2s2=T s samples. If this con-
dition is satisfied then the FIR b1 � d�2s1

, located at 2s1,
does not interfere with the next term ðp ¼ 2Þ in the geomet-
ric sum b2 � d�2s1�2s2

, located at 2s1 þ 2s2, and conse-
quently the FIM has full set of positive non-zero
eigenvalues.

However, for thin and dispersive layers (small s2 and
many taps), this condition is often violated. It does not
mean that a non-unique situation will emerge. The term
b1 � d�2s1

will overlap with the next term b2 � d�2s1�2s2
,

but the physical restriction on how b1 and b2 are con-
structed, is still going to prevent its building components
a, r12 and b from varying in an arbitrary way.

The question is then: how much overlap between these
two terms is tolerable before the physical restrictions break
down? An examination of the eigenvalues of the FIM, cal-
culated using similar signal condition and parameter values
as in the two experiments conducted in this study, indicates
that if s2=T s P ðna þ ðnr � 1Þ=2þ 1Þ=4 the FIM has full set
of positive non-zero eigenvalues and a unique solution
(unique impulse response) can be retrieved. A condition
that is well met for both experiments in Section 6. If the lin-
ear-phase restriction on eR12 is relaxed, see Section 2.3, the
condition is replaced by s2=T s P ðna þ nrÞ=4.

The problem of multiple solutions with white residuals,
arises when the general soft models get too much freedom
and captures dynamics that the structure is suppose to
handle (the FIM is singular). For example, an extreme
case would be if nr ¼ nb ¼ 1, and na ¼ N , where N is the
number of samples. Then the FIR filter represented by
the soft model eA would capture everything, independent
of the values of the other parameters. But this extreme
case would certainly be prevented by the MDL criterion,
due to the large amount of parameters (degrees of free-
dom). The MDL criterion prevents a solution where the
soft models get too much freedom, since it searches for
a solution with the minimum amount of parameters and
takes maximum advantage of the dynamics generated by
the physical structure incorporated into the combined
model. If the soft models get too much freedom, the sep-
arated signals would look very strange, since a correct sep-
aration result depends on having a correct description of
the physical structure.

5. Experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of a broadband piezo-
electric transducer mounted on custom built measurement
cell consisting of a water region 23:3� 0:1 mm and a buffer
rod made of 10:03� 0:01 mm plexiglass. The sample space
is located between the buffer rod and a stainless steel reflec-
tor, see Fig. 1. A pulser/receiver (5073PR, Panametrics,
Waltham, MA, USA) was used to excite the transducer
and amplify the received signal. The signal was then digi-
tized using an oscilloscope card (CompuScope 12400, Gage
Applied Technologies Inc., Lachine, QC Canada) with 12-
bit resolution and using a sampling rate of 100 MHz. The
measurements were made in a temperature controlled
room, at 20� 1 	C.

The transducer is mounted in the middle of an alumin-
ium disc. The disc rests on the buffer rod at three points,
Fig. 1, in a tripod configuration. These points can be
adjusted in height independently and dependently, to
adjust the angle and height to the buffer (thickness of
the water layer). Using this configuration, normal angles
can be achieved and the water region thickness can be var-
ied to obtain a separate reference echo (~u3 separate from
~y).

Two different dispersive test samples were used in this
study: high viscous marine transmission fluid [18], and
glycerin. The pulse-echo tests were performed using a
broadband piezoelectric transducer with center frequency
of 5 MHz (V3456, Panametrics, Waltham, MA, USA).
To obtain an adequate SNR (and overlapping echoes),
a small sample space was designed using a
0:15� 0:02 mm washer between the buffer rod and the
reflector. The washer is made of an elastic material to
keep the fluid inside the sample space. The elasticity con-
tributes to an estimated uncertainty �0:02 mm in sample
distance.

6. Results

In this section the estimation, validation and separation
results are presented for measurements in a high viscous
marine transmission fluid and in glycerin. The objective is
to show separability for two different overlapping wave-
forms: long dispersive reverberation, and short dispersive
reverberation. The first fluid produce a long dispersive
response (longer reverberation), and the other fluid on
the contrary results in a very short dispersive reverberation
(good impedance match to the buffer). These two situations
complement each other by producing data with different
separation and estimation difficulties. Both fluids are quite
dispersive (high viscosity), hence, ideal for evaluating the
combined structure when the hard structure assumptions
are violated, see Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

In the optimization process P 0 ¼ 30 reflections are used,
see Section 3.1, which is approximately the amount
spanned by the measurement window and well above the
amount required to capture all reflections with significant
amplitude. Due to the high sampling frequency (20 times
the center frequency of the transducer) the parameter vec-
tor h are identified from information contained in the first
quarter of the available frequency band, to reduce the time
complexity of the estimation procedure. Note that it is only
the estimate of the parameter vector h that are confined to
this frequency region, and not the measured, estimated or
shown signals and residuals. To remove DC components,
trends and low-frequency disturbances, the measured sig-
nals are high-pass filtered using a discrete IIR filter, see
Appendix A.2.
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Fig. 3. Estimation results for the high viscous transmission fluid using the
hard model structure in (30), with na ¼ nb ¼ nr ¼ 1 and P 0 ¼ 30: (a)
measured response signal y 0½n� versus the estimated response signal ŷ½n�
(obtained using (1) and (30)); (b) the residuals; (c) whiteness test of the
weighted residuals, Appendix A.5, the dashed lines mark the 99%
confidence region for k 6¼ 0; (d) normal probability plot of the residuals
in (b), where A2 is the Anderson–Darling test statistic.
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6.1. Long dispersive reverberation: separation and estimation

results in marine transmission fluid (SAE90)

Fig. 2 shows the measured reference signal u03½n� using
the 5 MHz transducer. Here 0 denotes measured quantity,
see Appendix A.3.

In Fig. 3, estimation results can be seen for the case
where only the hard model structure, (30) with
na ¼ nr ¼ nb ¼ 1, is used to estimate the response signal.
A large systematic variation is visible in the residuals,
Fig. 3a and b, indicating presence of un-modeled dynamics
originating from diffraction, dispersion, attenuation and
alignment effects neglected by the model, discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1. This conclusion is supported by the highly auto-
correlated residual sequence in Fig. 3c, where the tails
ðk 6¼ 0Þ clearly violates the confidence region. In Fig. 3d,
a normal probability plot can be observed for the residuals.
From this plot a large S-shaped deviation from the line can
be seen, indicating a non-normal distribution. The Ander-
son–Darling test [19] for normality gives a test statistic of
A2 ¼ 103:47 which is well above the a ¼ 0:01 threshold of
A2

critical ¼ 0:7511. This concludes that (at a 1% significance
level) the residuals does not belong to a normal
distribution.

Since the hard model structure cannot describe the true
system and an adequate separation using this structure can-
not be achieved. By the design of this model, the hard
structure ignores all frequency dependent information. It
is the ignored frequency dependent part that is visible as
the non-stationary variation seen in the residual sequence.
This means that if this structure is used alone, all (fre-
quency dependent) material attenuation and dispersion
information is lost.

In Fig. 4, estimation results are presented for the com-
bined model structure (30), with P 0 ¼ 30. The results are
presented for the case when na ¼ 15, nr ¼ 5 and nb ¼ 3
given by the MDL criterion, Section 3. For this model a
good fit can be seen in Fig. 4a and only stationary variation
is visible in the residuals in Fig. 4b. The residual analysis
presented in Fig. 4c indicates a slight presence of high fre-
quency correlation, as the residual correlation slightly vio-
lates the confidence region close to k ¼ 0. This violation
can be eliminated if the model order is allowed to increase
further, however, the MDL criterion indicates that the
appropriate model order is found and the slightly observed
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Fig. 2. The measured reference signal u03½n�, defined in Section 2 as the
echo from the buffer rod, see Fig. 1.
correlation is at a frequency range far from the ultrasonic
signals.

Fig. 4d shows a normal probability plot of the residuals.
From this plot no significant deviation from the normal
line can be observed, indicating a normal distribution.
The Anderson–Darling test [19] for normality gives a test
statistic of A2 ¼ 0:1813 which is well below the a ¼ 0:01
threshold of A2

critical ¼ 0:7511. This concludes that (at a
1% significance level) it is very unlikely that the residuals
does not belong to a normal distribution.

In Fig. 5a and b, estimation results of the soft models
are presented. A slight frequency dependency can be
noticed in both eB and eR12, and a magnitude below one.
On the other hand, a large frequency dependency can be
observed in eA and with a magnitude larger than one. This
is expected since the emitted signal ~u1 is unknown, Fig. 1,
and a part of eA in (23) has to compensate for the reference
signal’s propagation. The estimated dead-time for the
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Fig. 4. Estimation results for the high viscous transmission fluid using the
combined model structure in (30), with na ¼ 15, nr ¼ 5, nb ¼ 3 and
P 0 ¼ 30: (a) measured response signal y 0½n� versus the estimated response
signal ŷ½n� (obtained using (1) and (30)); (b) the residuals; (c) whiteness test
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Fig. 5. Estimation results for high viscous transmission fluid: (a)
magnitude response of the estimated soft models; (b) phase response of
the estimated soft models; (c) magnitude of the measured and estimated
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transmission fluid is ŝ2=T s ¼ 9:65 samples. The linear-

phase restriction of êR12 is visible with a constant phase of
p, i.e., the frequency response is negative and real valued.
In Fig. 5c, the magnitudes of the reference and response
signals are shown, to give an indication of the frequency
area of interest.

Once the parameter vector is estimated and the model is
validated, the coinciding signals can be separated using the
relationships derived in Section 4, see Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7, the sequential summation of first six separated
signals,

PP
p¼1ŷp½n� for P ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 6, is compared with the

measured response signal y0½n�. By the definition of the
model in (30), the estimated response signal ŷ½n� is the sum-
mation of the first P 0 ¼ 30 contributions estimated to be
observed by the measurement window. However, as
Fig. 7 reveals, only a fraction of these have significant
amplitudes to contribute to the summation in building
the response. The rate at which the magnitudes decrease
depends on the values of jeR12

eBj. For samples with low-
attenuation and significantly different acoustic impedance
than the surrounding media, e.g. a steel plate in water,
the magnitude of the feedback term jeR12

eBj is closer to 1
and more terms would be significant. In Section 7.5, a dis-
cussion follows on how to deal with truncated response
measurements for highly reverberant samples.

Given ĥ, the estimated reference and response SNR for
the transmission fluid experiment are ^SNR~u3

¼ 62:4 dB and
^SNR~y ¼ 58:2 dB, respectively, see Appendix A.4.

6.2. Short dispersive reverberation: separation and

estimation results in glycerin

Fig. 8 shows the measured reference signal u03½n� for the
glycerin experiment, using the 5 MHz transducer. There is
a slight difference between this reference signal, and the ref-
erence signal measured in the previous experiment, Fig. 2.
The main two reasons for this difference is alignment and
temperature variations between the two experiments. See
Section 7.1, for a detailed discussion of these variations.

Fig. 9 shows the estimation results for glycerin when the
hard model structure is used to estimate the response sig-
nal. As in Fig. 3, the hard model structure cannot describe
the true system and an adequate separation using this
structure cannot be achieved.
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Fig. 6. Separation of the first six coinciding signals for high viscous
transmission fluid, using the estimated parameters from the combined
model structure, see Section 4. The measured response signal y 0½n� is
plotted as dots. The bold line depicts the estimated response signal ŷ½n� in
Fig. 4a, defined as the summation of all the P 0 ¼ 30 coinciding signals
fitted within the measurement window (28). The thin lines represent the
separated signals ŷp½n�, using (31) together with (32) and (33).
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Fig. 7. Summation of the first six separated signals in Fig. 6. The
measured response signal y 0½n� is plotted as dots. The thin lines represent
the summation of the first P separated signals

PP
p¼1ŷp½n�.
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Fig. 8. The measured reference signal u03½n�, defined in Section 2 as the
echo from the buffer rod, see Fig. 1.
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In Fig. 10, estimation results are presented for glycerin
using the combined model structure (30), with P 0 ¼ 30.
The results are presented for the case when na ¼ 13,
nr ¼ 3 and nb ¼ 3 given by the MDL criterion. For this
model a good fit can be seen in Fig. 10a and an examina-
tion and analysis of the residuals in Fig. 10b–d does not
indicate any components that might originate from the
ultrasonic waveforms.

In Fig. 11a and b, estimation results of the soft models
are presented for glycerin. The magnitude of the reflection
coefficient is small. This is why glycerin is often used as a
coupling fluid, especially for polymers. The estimated
dead-time for glycerin is ŝ2=T s ¼ 7:11 samples.

In Fig. 12, the coinciding signals are separated. As a
consequence of the matching impedances between the buf-
fer rod and glycerin, the feedback term jeR12

eBj is small, and
only a short reverberation is visible. Most of the energy is
transmitted through the sample and reflected at bottom
boundary and propagated back as ŷ2½n�.
The short reverberation is also visible in Fig. 13, as only
the first few contributions can describe most of the mea-
sured response.

Given ĥ, the estimated reference and response SNR for
the experiment in glycerin are ^SNR~u3

¼ 65:7 dB and
^SNR~y ¼ 62:3 dB, respectively, see Appendix A.4.

6.3. Estimating acoustic properties

In Figs. 14 and 15, estimates of the acoustic properties
are shown for both samples, using the equations in Section
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Fig. 9. Estimation results for glycerin using the hard model structure in
(30), with na ¼ nr ¼ nb ¼ 1 and P 0 ¼ 30: (a) measured response signal y 0½n�
versus the estimated response signal ŷ½n� (obtained using (1) and (30)); (b)
the residuals; (c) whiteness test of the weighted residuals, Appendix A.5,
the dashed lines mark the 99% confidence region for k 6¼ 0; (d) normal
probability plot of the residuals in (b), where A2 is the Anderson–Darling
test statistic.
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Fig. 10. Estimation results for glycerin using the combined model
structure in (30), with na ¼ 13, nr ¼ 3, nb ¼ 3 and P 0 ¼ 30: (a) measured
response signal y 0½n� versus the estimated response signal ŷ½n� (obtained
using (1) and (30)); (b) the residuals; (c) whiteness test of the weighted
residuals, Appendix A.5, the dashed lines mark the 99% confidence region
for k 6¼ 0; (d) normal probability plot of the residuals in (b), where A2 is
the Anderson–Darling test statistic.
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4.1, with the rough assumption that êR23 ¼ 1 (steel) andêE ¼ 1 (neglecting diffraction and misalignment effects).

7. Discussion

This section begins with a discussion of issues concern-
ing the estimated soft models. The discussion continues
with comments on characterization of single layers within
the measurement structure. The problems with colored
measurement noise are also addressed. Possible model
extensions and parameterizations are mentioned, followed
by comments on how to deal with truncated measurements.

7.1. Parameter estimation and sign invariance

Examining the terms in (23), one might expect that the
estimated model for eA should be identical for both experi-
ments, since eA describes effects related only to the first two
layers. However, identical eA is obtained only if both exper-
iments have the same alignment error, measurement tem-
perature, and no measurement noise. Since the SNR is
reasonably high within the exited frequency area, the differ-
ence in alignment and temperature is estimated to be the
main cause of the slightly observed difference in the fre-
quency response of eA.

When changing the sample fluid, the measurement cell
in Fig. 1 is dismounted and mounted back again. This
might produce slightly different alignment (water thickness)
for the experiments. The variation in water thickness due to
the mounting/dismounting step is estimated to be very
small, less than ±0.1 mm. However, this variation corre-
sponds to a phase shift of ±13.5 samples (±0.135 ls) of
the measured reference signal u03½n�.

The variation in the surrounding temperature is esti-
mated to be less than ±1 �C, corresponding to a phase shift
of ±7 samples (±0.07 ls). This phase shift is the result of a
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Fig. 11. Estimation results for glycerin: (a) magnitude response of the
estimated soft models; (b) phase response of the estimated soft models; (c)
magnitude of the measured and estimated signals.
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Fig. 12. Separation of the first six coinciding signals using the estimated
parameters from the combined model structure, see Section 4. The
measured response signal y0½n� is plotted as dots. The bold line depicts the
estimated response signal ŷ½n� in Fig. 10a, defined as the summation of all
the P 0 ¼ 30 coinciding signals, fitted within the measurement window. The
thin lines represent the separated signals ŷp½n�, using (31) together with (32)
and (33).
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change in the speed of sound in water [20] (a change of
1 	C � 5 m=s). Temperature variations also change the
acoustic impedance of the PMMA buffer rod [21], resulting
in a change of the reflection term eR01 in eA.

The difference in alignment and temperature generates a
slightly different reference signal, briefly mentioned in Sec-
tion 6.2. In Fig. 16, a comparison can be seen between the
measured reference signals. The observed difference is a
slight change in phase (�1.5 samples) and magnitude,
coherent with the phase and magnitude changes observed
in eA, see Figs. 5 and 11. It is difficult to say whether this
difference is due to temperature variations or mounting/
dismounting effects (or both).

Worth mentioning is also the sign invariance for the soft
models within the combined model structure in (22) or (30).
Changing the sign of all the soft models eB, eR12, and eA, does
not change the frequency response of the combined model
structure, nor the separation results. This sign invariance is
a consequence of not knowing the true emitted signal ~u1.
However, the signs can easily be compensated for afterwards,
if the sign of one soft model is known from a priori informa-
tion. For example in the measurement setup used in this
study, the signs of both eR01 and eR23 are known in advance,
resulting in knowing the signs of eA and eB from (23) and (24).

7.2. Characterization of layer properties

In this paper we focus on testing the separability of the
proposed technique on dispersive overlapping waveforms
with different reverberation. When the objective is to char-
acterize the material properties of the third layer only,
changes in temperature and the surrounding layers (align-
ments and/or reflector) are undesirable. The only informa-
tion of the third layer is embedded in the soft modeleB ¼ eM 2

eEeR23, see (24). From the analysis we can see that
the diffraction and alignment part eE in (17) depends on
the total number of propagated wavelengths ~n, hence,
changes in temperature and propagation distance (due to
transducer alignment) will affect eB even though eM 2 are
unchanged. However, for thin layers and small changes
we should expect only a minor change in eE and good char-
acterization repeatability, but for large variations eB is
affected as well. When focus is only to characterize the
third layer, the measurement setup should be designed
for this purpose so that the influence of eE and eR23 are very
small (or known in advance from calibration).

To perform a complete randomized experiment, where
all the layers (and experimental conditions) are varied to
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Fig. 13. Summation of the first six separated signals in Fig. 12. The
measured response signal y0½n� is plotted as dots. The thin lines represent
the summation of the first P separated signals

PP
p¼1 ŷp½n�.
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Fig. 14. Estimation results for the transmission fluid: (a) attenuation; (b)
phase velocity. Dashed lines represent the area related to the thickness
uncertainty d2 ¼ 0:15� 0:02 mm, Section 5.
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Fig. 15. Estimation results for glycerin: (a) attenuation; (b) phase velocity.
Dashed lines represent the area related to the thickness uncertainty
d2 ¼ 0:15� 0:02 mm, Section 5.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the measured reference signal in Fig. 2 and in
Fig. 8.
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look for independent and joint effects of the sub-elements
within the soft models, is of course very interesting, but
very extensive and will be addressed in future studies.

7.3. Uncorrelated residuals

As noticed by the visual examination of the residuals in
Figs. 4, 10, colored components might be present. Even
though the noticeable variation does not seem to originate
from the emitted signals, it could indicate that the assumed
noise characteristics of additive white Gaussian noise is
too restrictive. However, one must remember that the shown
residuals e½n� should contain a natural correlation, since the
reference noise is colored by the model ~hðh;xÞ. Assume that
the correct model is found, i.e., ~yðxÞ ¼ ~hðh;xÞ~u3ðxÞ then

~eðxÞ ¼ ~y 0ðxÞ � ~hðh;xÞ~u03ðxÞ
¼ ð~yðxÞ þ ~w~yðxÞÞ � ~hðh;xÞð~u3ðxÞ þ ~w~u3

ðxÞÞ
¼ ~w~yðxÞ � ~hðh;xÞ~w~u3

ðxÞ; ð42Þ

where ~w~yðxÞ and ~w~u3
ðxÞ represents the additive measure-

ment noise on the response and the reference, respectively,
see Appendix A.3. In (42), the last noise term is colored by
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the model. This is the reason why the weighted residuals
e½n�, in Appendix A.5, is tested for correlation.

The assumption that the weighted residuals, is uncorre-
lated (white) is valid when the noise assumption of additive
white Gaussian noise in Appendix A.3 applies. In presence
of colored additive measurement noise, a correlation
appears even though a good model is used. Common
sources of coloration are applied pre-filters before sampling,
and additive (non-white) disturbances from the surround-
ing. However, if it is possible to conduct repeated experi-
ments with the same excitation signal under stationary
conditions, the cost-function in (A.20) can be used, where
block matrices in C~w~w are replaced with estimates obtained
from the repeated experiments [12]. For the residual analy-
sis, the weighted residuals in (A.35) is in this case replaced
with ~e ¼ Ĉ

�1=2
~e~e ~e, where Ĉ~e~e is constructed using (A.24).

7.4. Extensions and parameterizations

The theory presented in this paper is derived for the spe-
cific measurement setup shown in Fig. 1, but the ideas of
combining hard and soft modeling can easily be rewritten
for other measurement setups and extended to apply for
multi-layered samples. The parameterization of the soft
models can be changed to a more physical structure based
on the physical properties of the media, if the diffraction/
alignment factor can be neglected. If a more restrictive
structure is used it is important to remember the model val-
idation step to justify a complete separation. However, as
mentioned in Section 1, a necessary condition to retrieve
accurate estimates of physical parameters is that all the
observed dynamics can be captured by the model. An
example of this can be seen when comparing the experi-
mental results using the inadequate hard model with the
results obtained from the combined model. For example,
even though eA does not model the sample layer, neglecting
its dynamical properties does however significantly influ-
ence the estimate of eR12 and eB. Hence, to obtain accurate
estimates of physical parameters in overlapping situations,
both known and unknown effects must be captured.

Instead of using a more restrictive model directly, a
more suitable approach would be to first use general soft
models to obtain a complete separation, and then fit phys-
ical structures to the frequency responses of the soft mod-
els. This would separate the problem into the response of
each soft model, and give an indication of were significant
effects have been neglected by the physical structures. An
important advantage with this approach is that neglected
effects from one sub-model would not influence the estima-
tion results of other sub-models within the structure.

7.5. Truncated response measurements

If the measured response is truncated, i.e. the reverber-
ant part is still present at the end of the measurement win-
dow, errors will occur in the estimation procedure if the
truncation effect is ignored. The obvious way to avoid this
problem is to expand the length of the measurement win-
dow so it captures the observable transients (those above
the noise floor). However, in some cases this alternative
is not practical, for example, in measurements of highly

reverberant samples ðjeR12
eBj � 1Þ or in situations where

unwanted reflections from the surrounding structure cor-
rupts the response after a certain point.

The second alternative is to zero pad the truncated
sequence at the end, with a number of zeros that is at least
larger than the time support of the reference signal. Chose
the number of observed reflections P 0 so that it is large
enough to capture all the reflections measured by the win-
dow, and is small enough so that the modeled response dies
out within the zero padded area. When estimating the
model parameters, restrict the estimation process to the
samples spanned by the window.

The zero padded extension will prevent the modeled
response from cyclically reappear at the beginning of the
sequence, a consequence of using the DFT, while still be
able to chose a P 0 large enough to capture the end part
of the truncated response.

8. Conclusions

In this paper we use a combination of hard and soft
modeling to separate coinciding dispersive ultrasonic sig-
nals. A hard model structure is derived from the physical
properties of the measurement setup, and contains the
basic structure which enables separation. The hard struc-
ture is expanded with soft models, in the form of FIR fil-
ters, offering a general structure to cope with dispersion,
attenuation, diffraction and alignment errors from the mea-
surement setup, making a complete separation possible.
Details regarding the validity and limitations of the model
and the separation results are addressed. The proposed
model’s ability to separate coinciding signals is demon-
strated for measurements on thin dispersive samples and
is validated using residual analysis. The experimental
results show that a complete separation is achieved, with
uncorrelated and normal distributed residuals.

Appendix A

A.1. Deriving the combined model structure

The combined model structure in (22) is derived using
the relationships in (1), (14), (15), (21), (18). Starting by
inserting (14), (15), (21), into (18), the following expression
is obtained

~y ¼ eM 2
1
eM 0
eDð2~n1 þ ~n0ÞeR12

eT 10e�jxð2s1þs0Þ

 
þ eM 2

1
eM 2

2
eM 0
eDð2~n1 þ 2~n2 þ ~n0Þ

�
eT 12
eR23
eT 21
eT 10e�jxð2ðs1þs2Þþs0Þ

1� eR21
eR23

eM 2
2
eEe�jx2s2

! eDð~n0ÞeT 01eM 0
eDð2~n0ÞeR01

ejxs0 ~u3:

ðA:1Þ
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The terms eM 0 and s0 in (A.1) are canceled. Using the rela-
tionships, eRlm ¼ �eRml and eT lm ¼ 1þ eRlm, the linear system
in (A.1), describing the relationship in (1), can be expressed
as

~hðhÞ ¼ eR12þ eM 2
2

eDð2~n1þ 2~n2þ ~n0ÞeDð2~n1þ ~n0Þ

 
ð1� eR2

12ÞeR23e�jx2s2

1þ eR12
eR23

eM 2
2
eEe�jx2s2

!

� eM 2
1

eDð2~n1þ ~n0ÞeDð~n0ÞeDð2~n0Þ
ð1� eR2

01ÞeR01

ejx2s1 : ðA:2Þ

Inserting (17) and (A.2) reduces to

~hðhÞ ¼ eR12 þ
ð1� eR2

12ÞeR23
eM 2

2
eEe�jx2s2

1þ eR12
eR23

eM 2
2
eEe�jx2s2

 !

� eM 2
1

eDð2~n1 þ ~n0ÞeDð~n0ÞeDð2~n0Þ
ð1� eR2

01ÞeR01

ejx2s1 ; ðA:3Þ

which is the expression for the combined model structure in
(22). Ignoring diffraction and misalignment effects, material
dispersion and attenuation, frequency dependent reflection
and transmission, Eq. (22) reduces to (13).

A.2. High-pass filtering

To remove DC components, trends and low-frequency
disturbances, the measured signals have been high-pass fil-
tered using a discrete IIR filter with transfer function

~H HPðxÞ ¼
1þ c

2

1� e�jxT s

1� ce�jxT s
; ðA:4Þ

and c ¼ 0:95. This gives a (half magnitude) cutoff angular
frequency of 3 Mrad/s.

A.3. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)

Assume that linear acoustic applies and that the descrip-
tion in (1) is valid. Let

~z0 ¼ ~zþ ~w; ðA:5Þ
represent the measurement vector (complex-valued), con-
taining the discrete Fourier transformed (DFTed) sampled
reference and response signal

~z ¼
~u3

~y

� �
ðA:6Þ

assumed unknown and of equal lengths (N frequency
points each), and

~w ¼
~w~u3

~w~y

� �
ðA:7Þ

represent the corresponding DFTed measurement noise.
The noise vector ~w is assumed to be zero mean complex
Gaussian distributed with the covariance matrix

C~w~w ¼ Ef~w~wHg ¼
C~u3~u3

C~u3~y

C~y~u3
C~y~y

� �
: ðA:8Þ
The corresponding vector notation of (1) can be expressed
as

eGðhÞ~z ¼ 0; ðA:9Þ

where

eGðhÞ ¼ ½� eHðhÞ; I�; ðA:10ÞeHðhÞ ¼ diagð½~hðx1; hÞ; . . . ; ~hðxN ; hÞ�TÞ; ðA:11Þ

and xk is the kth corresponding angular frequency.
The log-likelihood function [17] can be expressed as

lnðpð~z0; ~z; hÞÞ ¼ � ~z0 � ~zð ÞH C�1
~w~wð~z0 � ~zÞ � A; ðA:12Þ

where

A ¼ 2N lnðpÞ þ lnðdetðC~w~wÞÞ:
The log-likelihood function should be maximized under the
constraint given in (A.9), [12], resulting in a minimization
of the Lagrangian (for complex multipliers)

Lðh;C~w~w;~z; ~kÞ ¼ ð~z0 � ~zÞH C�1
~w~wð~z0 � ~zÞ þ A

þ ~kH eGðhÞ~zþ ~kT eG�ðhÞ~z�: ðA:13Þ

Closed-form expressions for the estimates of ~z and ~k can be
found by examining the critical points of (A.13), reducing
the optimization problem to a minimization with respect
to h and C~w~w only. At the critical points the following rela-
tionship holds

oL
o~z�
¼ � C�1

~w~wð~z0 � ~zÞ þ eGHðhÞ~k ¼ 0; ðA:14Þ

oL

o~k�
¼eGðhÞ~z ¼ 0: ðA:15Þ

Solving ~k and ~z in (A.14) and (A.15), the estimates are
given by

~̂z ¼~z0 � C~w~w
eGH ðhÞ~k; ðA:16Þ

~̂k ¼ðeGðhÞC~w~w
eGH ðhÞÞ�1 eGðhÞ~z0; ðA:17Þ

and the combination gives

~̂z ¼ ~z0 � C~w~w
eGH ðhÞðeGðhÞC~w~w

eGHðhÞÞ�1 eGðhÞ~z0: ðA:18Þ
Inserting (A.18) into (A.13) and using the relationship in
(A.15), the cost-function reduces to a minimization of

Lðh;C~w~w; ~̂z; ~̂kÞ ¼ ~z0H eGH ðhÞðeGðhÞC~w~w
eGHðhÞÞ�1 eGðhÞ~z0 þ A;

ðA:19Þ
with respect to h and C~w~w. Evaluating the matrices in (A.19)
using (A.6),(A.8),(A.10), the cost-function can be simplified
to minimizing the Markov cost function [12]

Lðh;C~w~wÞ ¼ ~eH ðhÞC�1
~e~e ~eðhÞ þ lnðdetðC~w~wÞÞ; ðA:20Þ

where

~eðhÞ ¼ ~y0 � eHðhÞ~u03; ðA:21Þ
~y0 ¼ ~yþ ~w~y ; ðA:22Þ
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~u03 ¼ ~u3 þ ~w~u3
; ðA:23Þ

C~e~e ¼ C~y~y � C~y~u3
eHH ðhÞ � eHðhÞC~u3~y þ eHðhÞC~u3~u3

eHH ðhÞ:
ðA:24Þ

If repeated measurements can be conducted, using the
same excitation signal under stationary conditions, an esti-
mate of the covariance matrix can easily be obtained from
the repeated measurements [12] and the estimation problem
reduces to a minimization of (A.20) with respect to h,
where C~w~w is replaced by its estimate. For DFTed measure-
ment noise the block matrices in C~w~w (A.8) can also be
approximated as diagonal [12,22,23] for large data sets,
resulting in a diagonal matrix C~e~e in (A.24), making it eas-
ily invertible and mathematically tractable for large data
sets.

However, if repeated measurements under stationary
conditions cannot be performed, then estimating the full
(unconstrained) covariance matrix from one measurement
is difficult. If the estimation problem is restricted to the
class of white Gaussian noise, assuming that ~w~y and ~w~u3

are independent and has the same variance r2
~w see Fig. 1,

then the covariance matrix reduces to

C~w~w ¼ r2
~w

I 0

0 I

� �
; ðA:25Þ

and the optimization problem reduces to a minimization of

Lðh; r2
~wÞ ¼ ~eH ðhÞC�1

~e~e ~eðhÞ þ 2N lnðr2
~wÞ; ðA:26Þ

where

~eðhÞ ¼~y0 � eHðhÞ~u03; ðA:27Þ
C~e~e ¼r2

~wðIþ eHðhÞ eHHðhÞÞ: ðA:28Þ

Setting the partial derivative of (A.26) with respect to r2
~w to

zero, the minimum is given by

r̂2
~wðhÞ ¼

1

2N
~eH ðhÞðIþ eHðhÞ eHH ðhÞÞ�1~eðhÞ; ðA:29Þ

assuming that r2
~w 6¼ 0. Inserting this closed-form expression

into (A.26), the dimensionality of the minimization prob-
lem reduces to minimization of

Lðh; r̂2
~wðhÞÞ ¼ 2N þ 2N lnðr̂2

~wðhÞÞ ðA:30Þ

with respect to h. The constant, scaling factor and logarith-
mic operation in (A.30) can be ignored, without changing
the location of the minimum point, and the optimization
problem can be rewritten to minimize a weighted nonlinear
least-square problem

LðhÞ ¼ ~eH ðhÞðIþ eHðhÞ eHH ðhÞÞ�1~eðhÞ; ðA:31Þ
with respect to h.

A.4. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

Since the measured signals have (close to) finite time
support, the calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in this paper involves the energy of the signal
(ignoring T s), instead of the power (or variance). The refer-
ence and response signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are esti-
mated as

SNR~u3
¼
PN

k¼1j~u03½k�j
2

r̂2
~w

� N ; ðA:32Þ

SNR~y ¼
PN

k¼1j~y0½k�j
2

r̂2
~w

� N ; ðA:33Þ

respectively. The �N term compensates for the noise con-
tribution in the measurements ~u03½k� and ~y0½k�, see (A.23)
and (A.22). And r̂2

~w is given by (A.29).

A.5. Residual analysis

The cost-function in (A.31) can be rewritten as

LðhÞ ¼ ~eH ðhÞ~eðhÞ; ðA:34Þ
where

~eðhÞ ¼ ðIþ eHðhÞ eHH ðhÞÞ�1=2~eðhÞ ðA:35Þ
is the weighted residuals.

Because the reference signal ~u3 is corrupted with mea-
surement noise, the residual vector ~eðhÞ ¼ ~y0 � eHðhÞ~u03 is
not white, see Section 7.3. For this reason the residual anal-
ysis is performed on the weighted residuals ~eðhÞ in (A.35),
which compensates for the reference noise and the applied
correlation by the model.

The residual analysis is based on the assumption that
e½n� is zero mean white noise. If this is the case then the nor-
malized test quantity

r̂e½k�
r̂e½0�

!
asym

Nð0;NÞ for k 6¼ 0 ðA:36Þ

is asymptotically Gaussian distributed as N grows large
[24], where the estimated autocorrelation sequence (biased)
is given as

r̂e½k� ¼
1

N

XN�maxðk;0Þ

n¼1þmaxð�k;0Þ
e�½n�e½nþ k�: ðA:37Þ

Based on these assumptions, a confidence region can be
plotted for the tails ðk 6¼ 0Þ of the normalized test quantity
in (A.36).
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